Reports and Analysis on Specific Programme Gap Areas

- Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Community Voices from Syria, Iraq and Yemen
- Eighteen Years on: Assessing the Implementation of the UNSCR 1325 Women, Peace and Security Agenda in the Arab States Region
- Why Gender Matters in the Discussion on Returns to Syria
- The Economic and Social Impact of Conflict on Libyan Women: Recommendations for Economic Recovery, Legal Reform and Governance for Gender-Responsive Peacebuilding

Video Interviews on Women’s Roles in Peace Processes

- Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Syria
- Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Iraq - Liza Nisan Hado
- Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Iraq
- Women on the Frontlines of Conflict Resolution: Yemen

Online Interview Articles on Women’s Experiences and Visions for Peace

- In the Words of Fathia Mohammed Abdullah Obaid: “Women’s lives can change for the better with education”
- Take Five: “Ending violence against women and girls in Syria will require building peace, ensuring safety, and changing laws to guarantee adequate protections for vulnerable groups in society.”
- In the Words of Hajer Sharief: “Peacebuilding is not only about stopping violence, it is also about the prevention of violence”
- In the Words of Tanya Gilly Khailany: “When it comes to women’s rights, there’s no room for diplomacy”

Animated Videos

- 7 Tactics for Women to Influence Stalled Peace Processes - English / Arabic
- How Can Women Help Bring Peace Back to Their Country - English / Arabic

Country Case Studies

- Women in peace and transition processes: Somaliland (1993)
• Women in peace and transition processes: Fiji (2012)
• Women in peace and transition processes: Mexico (1994–2001)

Infographics
• Country infographics based on country studies above
• Thematic infographics based on country case studies

Comparative Research Papers
• Accessing Political Power: Women and Political Power-Sharing in Peace Processes
• Gaining Ground: Women and Territorial Power-Sharing in Peace Processes
• ‘Securing’ peace: Women and Security Arrangements in Peace Processes
• Transitional Justice and Peace Negotiations with a Gender Lens
• Women, Constitution-Making and Peace Processes
• Re-invigorating Stalled Peace Negotiations: Challenges and Opportunities for Women’s Inclusion
• Women and the Renegotiation of Transitional Governance Arrangements
• Local Peace Processes: Opportunities and Challenges for Women’s Engagement
• A Gender Analysis of Peace Agreements and Transitional Documents in Libya, 2011-2018
• Gender Mainstreaming in Ceasefires: Comparative Data and Examples
• Humanitarian Assistance and Gender Perspectives in Peace Agreements

Online Resource Center
• Online Resource Center